Millimeter wave technology is one of the technologies developed rapidly in recent years. The research was mainly to study the transmission of millimeter wave through textile material named silk fabric. We observed the phenomenon of sub-millimeter-wave transmission and reflection of the silk fabric, and concluded that with the number of silk fabric layers increasing, effect of scattering and absorption of the millimeter wave enhanced. The conclusion could be further employed in millimeter wave and THz imaging, dangerous goods inspection and other security application.
Introduction
The millimeter wave is between the infrared and the microwave, its wavelength is approximately 0.03 mm to 1 mm, and the corresponding frequency is about 300 GHz to 10,000 GHz [1] [2] . Habitually, it is known as far-infrared by optical-workers, which is the developing area of research [3] . Millimeter-wave is like a newborn, especially the developing millimeter-wave, which open the new significant research field in infrared and microwave.
Millimeter wave has three main features: short wavelength, wide Bandwidth, and the interaction between the atmosphere. As the basis of most applications, however, these features also make scope of its application is restricted. Since the early last century, millimeter wave has been considered promising [4] . With Jo-Journal of Computer and Communications sephson device and SIS device exploitation, equipment made of millimeter wave technology has higher power output, high signal to noise ratio. Technique is rapidly increasing, but in many fields, like the employment early in astronomy, medicine, simple observational science, precise analysis of matter [5] [6], even observations of supergalaxy, it is not applied in important applications because the characteristics confine the performance of the applications.
There are always many researchers working on it. However, there are very few reports on the silk fabric [7] for millimeter wave transmission [8] . By studying absorption and diffraction to millimeter wave of silk fabric, we can get some characteristics of them, which can help us to do further research on THz imaging.
Experiment Setup
When incident light is illuminated to the textile material, it will be of the absorption, reflection and transmission [8] . Light transmission is different for different materials, each material light absorption of the divergence is also different [9] .
Through researching on silk fabric light absorption under one kind of light scattering and transmission characteristics, we are able to get the properties of the silk fabric. The experimental schematic schemes are shown in Figure 1(a) , actual experimental setup diagram is shown in Figure 1(b) . The light source generator emits 0.14 THz light, then the light is illuminated on the cloth materials, some of which transmits the cloth materials ( Figure 2 ) and is detected by the detector. At last, the oscilloscope receives the corresponding data, the screen displays it.
Result and Discussion
In Figure 3(a) , we conclude that with thickness increasing, the millimeter wave transmission rate decrease. Silk fabric layer increases, the textile material hindering effect increases. Increasing of the textile material layers is equivalent to the increasing thickness of textile materials, which make increasing of the scattering and absorption degree of the textile material for millimeter wave. We get the coefficient of absorption from the transmission curve 2, which is 0.062
. In Figure 3 
Conclusion
In summary, we have studied the phenomenon of millimeter wave through the silk fabric. The result shows that millimeter wave is easily able to traverse through the silk fabric. With the thickness increasing, the intensity of millimeter wave decreases slower and slower. We get the attenuation coefficient of the millimeter of the silk fabric. All these experiments result can be used in millimeter wave and THz imaging, security check in shop and subway, anthropometric shadow scanner for people to choose clothes that fit their body, and other security application.
